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The study of the Second Sophistic is a relative newcomer to the Anglophone field of
classics, and much of what characterizes it temporally and culturally remains a matter
of legitimate contestation. This Handbook offers a diversity of scholarly voices that
attempt to define the state of this developing field. Included are chapters that offer
practical guidance on the wide range of valuable textual materials that survive, many of
which are useful or even core to inquiries of particularly current interest (e.g., gender
studies, cultural history of the body, sociology of literary culture, history of education
and intellectualism, history of religion, political theory, history of medicine, cultural
linguistics, intersection of the classical traditions and early Christianity).
Drawing on New Testament studies and recent scholarship on the expansion of the
Christian church, Gary B. Ferngren presents a comprehensive historical account of
medicine and medical philanthropy in the first five centuries of the Christian era.
Ferngren first describes how early Christians understood disease. He examines the
relationship of early Christian medicine to the natural and supernatural modes of
healing found in the Bible. Despite biblical accounts of demonic possession and
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miraculous healing, Ferngren argues that early Christians generally accepted
naturalistic assumptions about disease and cared for the sick with medical knowledge
gleaned from the Greeks and Romans. Ferngren also explores the origins of medical
philanthropy in the early Christian church. Rather than viewing illness as punishment for
sins, early Christians believed that the sick deserved both medical assistance and
compassion. Even as they were being persecuted, Christians cared for the sick within
and outside of their community. Their long experience in medical charity led to the
creation of the first hospitals, a singular Christian contribution to health care. "A
succinct, thoughtful, well-written, and carefully argued assessment of Christian
involvement with medical matters in the first five centuries of the common era... It is to
Ferngren's credit that he has opened questions and explored them so astutely. This
fine work looks forward as well as backward; it invites fuller reflection of the many
senses in which medicine and religion intersect and merits wide readership."— Journal
of the American Medical Association "In this superb work of historical and conceptual
scholarship, Ferngren unfolds for the reader a cultural milieu of healing practices during
the early centuries of Christianity."— Perspectives on Science and Christian Faith
"Readable and widely researched... an important book for mission studies and
American Catholic movements, the book posits the question of what can take its place
in today's challenging religious culture."— Missiology: An International Review Gary B.
Ferngren is a professor of history at Oregon State University and a professor of the
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history of medicine at First Moscow State Medical University. He is the author of
Medicine and Religion: A Historical Introduction and the editor of Science and Religion:
A Historical Introduction.
Based on an international colloquium held at the University of Sheffield, this collection
represents the first book-length encounter between biblical studies and the proliferating
and controversial field of cultural studies. A multidisciplinary team of contributors
engage in a multifaceted examination of the Bible's place in culture, ancient and
modern, 'high' and 'low'. Contributors include Alice Bach, Fiona Black, Athalya Brenner,
Robert Carroll, David Clines, Margaret Davies, Philip Davies, Philip Esler, Cheryl Exum,
Yael Feldman, Jennifer Glancy, Jan Willem van Henten, David Jasper, Francis Landy,
Barry Matlock, Stephen Moore, Hugh Pyper, John Rogerson, Regina Schwartz, William
Scott, and Erich Zenger.
Forgery and Counter-forgery: The Use of Literary Deceit in Early Christian Polemics is
the first major contemporary work on forgery in early Christian literature. It examines
the motivation and function behind Christian literary forgeries.
Revision of the author's thesis (Ph. D.)--Hebrew University, Jerusalem, 2002.
Contra IudaeosAncient and Medieval Polemics Between Christians and JewsMohr
SiebeckHow Christianity Changed the WorldZondervan
The Middle Ages was a critical and formative time for Western approaches to our
natural surroundings. An Environmental History of the Middle Ages is a unique and
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unprecedented cultural survey of attitudes towards the environment during this period.
Humankind’s relationship with the environment shifted gradually over time from a
predominantly adversarial approach to something more overtly collaborative, until a
series of ecological crises in the late Middle Ages. With the advent of shattering events
such as the Great Famine and the Black Death, considered efflorescences of the
climate downturn known as the Little Ice Age that is comparable to our present global
warming predicament, medieval people began to think of and relate to their natural
environment in new and more nuanced ways. They now were made to be acutely
aware of the consequences of human impacts upon the environment, anticipating the
cyclical, "new ecology" approach of the modern world. Exploring the entire medieval
period from 500 to 1500, and ranging across the whole of Europe, from England and
Spain to the Baltic and Eastern Europe, John Aberth focuses his study on three key
areas: the natural elements of air, water, and earth; the forest; and wild and domestic
animals. Through this multi-faceted lens, An Environmental History of the Middle Ages
sheds fascinating new light on the medieval environmental mindset. It will be essential
reading for students, scholars and all those interested in the Middle Ages
Central to current understandings of medieval history is the concept of political ritual,
encompassing events from coronations to funerals, entries into cities, civic games, banquets,
hunting, acts of submission or commendation, and more. ''Ritual?'' asks Philippe Buc. In The
Dangers of Ritual he boldly argues that the concept shouldn't be so central after all. ModernPage 4/16
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day scholars, gently seduced by twentieth-century theories of ritual, often misinterpret
medieval documents that ostensibly describe such events, in part because they fail to
appreciate the intentions behind them. The book begins with four case studies whose
arrangement--backward from texts on tenth-century kingship to fourth-century representations
of Christian martyrdom--allows for the line of development to be peeled back layer by layer. It
then turns to an analysis of the formation of the intellectual traditions that contemporary
historians have employed to interpret medieval documents. Tracing the emergence of the
concept of ritual from the Reformation to the mid-twentieth century, Buc highlights the
continuities yet also the profound transformations between the early medieval understandings
and our own, social-scientific models. Medieval historians will find this book an indispensable
resource for its insights into methodological issues crucial to their discipline. As Buc
demonstrates, only rigorous attention to the contexts within which authors worked can allow us
to reconstruct from medieval documents how ''rituals'' might have functioned. Ultimately, he
argues, too swift an application of contemporary models to highly complex textual artifacts
blinds us to the specificities of early medieval European political culture.
Probes the basic attitudes, the underlying values and the core convictions that Rome's
intellectuals and artists experienced, lived for, and believed in from Pope Eugenius IV's reign to
the Eternal City in 1443 to the sacking of 1527.
The first systematic attempt to reconstruct from original manuscript sources and early printed
books the medieval doctrines relating to the just war, the holy war and the crusade. Despite the
frequency of wars and armed conflicts throughout the course of western history, no
comprehensive survey has previously been made of the justifications of warfare that were
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elaborated by Roman lawyers, canon lawyers and theologians in the twelfth and thirteenth
century universities. After a brief survey of theories of the just war in antiquity, with emphasis
on Cicero and Augustine, and of thought on early medieval warfare, the central chapters are
devoted to scholastics such as Pope Innocent IV, Hostiensis and Thomas Aquinas. Professor
Russell attempts to correlate theories of the just war with political and intellectual development
in the Middle Ages. His conclusion evaluates the just war in the light of late medieval and early
modern statecraft and poses questions about its compatibility with Christian ethics and its
validity within international law.
These collected essays on the cult of Cybele and Attis represent an international tribute to the
late Professor M.J. Vermaseren. Articles included treat aspects of this cult form its origin
through its last manifestations in the later Roman Empire.
Around the turn of the fifth century, Christian theologians and churchmen contested each
other's orthodoxy and good repute by hurling charges of "Origenism" at their opponents. And
although orthodoxy was more narrowly defined by that era than during Origen's lifetime in the
third century, his speculative, Platonizing theology was not the only issue at stake in the
Origenist controversy: "Origen" became a code word for nontheological complaints as well.
Elizabeth Clark explores the theological and extra-theological implications of the dispute, uses
social network analysis to explain the personal alliances and enmities of its participants, and
suggests how it prefigured modern concerns with the status of representation, the social
construction of the body, and praxis vis--vis theory. Shaped by the Trinitarian and ascetic
debates, and later to influence clashes between Augustine and the Pelagians, the Origenist
controversy intersected with patristic campaigns against pagan "idolatry" and Manichean and
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astrological determinism. Discussing Evagrius Ponticus, Epiphanius, Theophilus, Jerome,
Shenute, and Rufinus in turn, Clark concludes by showing how Augustine's theory of original
sin reconstructed the Origenist theory of the soul's pre-existence and "fall" into the body.
Originally published in 1992. The Princeton Legacy Library uses the latest print-on-demand
technology to again make available previously out-of-print books from the distinguished
backlist of Princeton University Press. These editions preserve the original texts of these
important books while presenting them in durable paperback and hardcover editions. The goal
of the Princeton Legacy Library is to vastly increase access to the rich scholarly heritage found
in the thousands of books published by Princeton University Press since its founding in 1905.
Western civilization is becoming increasingly pluralistic,secularized, and biblically illiterate.
Many people todayhave little sense of how their lives have benefited fromChristianity’s
influence, often viewing the church withhostility or resentment.How Christianity Changed the
World is a topicallyarranged Christian history for Christians and non-Christians. Grounded in
solid research and written in apopular style, this book is both a helpful apologetic toolin talking
with unbelievers and a source of evidence forwhy Christianity deserves credit for many of
thehumane, social, scientific, and cultural advances in theWestern world in the last two
thousand years.Photographs, timelines, and charts enhance eachchapter.This edition features
questions for reflection anddiscussion for each chapter.
Sixteen essays explore the end of ancient Christianity

This book shows how the sixteenth-century priest Antonio Gallonio engaged with
law, medicine and engineering, to draw attention to saintly virtues. It exposes the
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tensions between a theocratic clergy and the self-assertion of secular
professionals in the Italian Counter-Reformation
The volume presented here is a collection of the contributions to an author’s
colloquium with Walter Burkert, which was held in November 2007 in the Centre
for Interdisciplinary Research at the University of Bielefeld. Well known experts
looked in detail at the work of the internationally renowned scholar of Greek. In
his epochal cultural-scientific studies focusing on the origins of human coexistence in rites, on violence, sacrifice, guilt and horrific scenarios of death,
Burkert approached questions of biological behavioural research, anthropology
and aggression theory, and developed an enormous intellectual impact that
reached beyond classical and religious studies.
This topically arranged Christian history is grounded in solid research and written
in a popular style which is both a helpful apologetic tool in talking with
unbelievers and a source of evidence for why Christianity deserves credit for
many advances in the Western world in the last 2,000 years.
First Published in 2009. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor & Francis, an informa
company.
Remains of the Jews studies the rise of Christian Empire in late antiquity
(300-550 C.E.) through the dense and complex manner in which Christian
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authors wrote about Jews in the charged space of the “holy land.” The book
employs contemporary cultural studies, particularly postcolonial criticism, to read
Christian writings about holy land Jews as colonial writings. These writings
created a cultural context in which Christians viewed themselves as
powerful—and in which, perhaps, Jews were able to construct a posture of
resistance to this new Christian Empire. Remains of the Jews reexamines
familiar types of literature—biblical interpretation, histories, sermons,
letters—from a new perspective in order to understand how power and resistance
shaped religious identities in the later Roman Empire.
A bold new religious history of the late antique and medieval Middle East that
places ordinary Christians at the center of the story In the second half of the first
millennium CE, the Christian Middle East fractured irreparably into competing
churches and Arabs conquered the region, setting in motion a process that would
lead to its eventual conversion to Islam. Jack Tannous argues that key to
understanding these dramatic religious transformations are ordinary religious
believers, often called “the simple” in late antique and medieval sources. Largely
agrarian and illiterate, these Christians outnumbered Muslims well into the era of
the Crusades, and yet they have typically been invisible in our understanding of
the Middle East’s history. What did it mean for Christian communities to break
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apart over theological disagreements that most people could not understand?
How does our view of the rise of Islam change if we take seriously the fact that
Muslims remained a demographic minority for much of the Middle Ages? In
addressing these and other questions, Tannous provides a sweeping
reinterpretation of the religious history of the medieval Middle East. This
provocative book draws on a wealth of Greek, Syriac, and Arabic sources to
recast these conquered lands as largely Christian ones whose growing Muslim
populations are properly understood as converting away from and in competition
with the non-Muslim communities around them.
In Intolerance, Polemics, and Debate in Antiquity politico-cultural, philosophical,
and religious forms of critical conversation in the ancient Near Eastern, Biblical,
Graeco-Roman, and early-Islamic world are discussed. The contributions enquire
into the boundaries between debate, polemics, and intolerance, and address
their manifestations in both philosophy and religion.
In Poetry and Censorship Jennifer Helm offers insight into motives and strategies
of Counter-Reformation censorship of poetry in Italy. Materials of Roman
censorial authorities reveal why the control of poetry and of its reception was
crucial to Counter-Reformation cultural politics.
The bestselling Church of England report, "Mission-Shaped Church" is having a
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profound effect on the way local churches view themselves and their futures, yet
its focus is very urban. Not only that, it was critiqued by John Hull as lacking in
any new theological insights into the task of mission. Alan Smith, bishop of the
rural diocese of Shrewsbury, responds to both of these issues in this theological
and practical exploration of mission drawing on what is happening in the rural
church. Part One explores some of the issues facing the church today, especially
in rural areas, and some theological strands in the New Testament that underpin
the way we go about mission. Part Two tells the stories of a range of new mission
initiatives actually taking place in rural areas and identifies good practice. Part
Three identifies opportunities for sustainable growth for churches - tourism,
working in association with church schools, making the best use of church
buildings, involvement in environmental issues. Part Four summarizes the way
ahead for sustaining mission through developing appropriate leadership.
Lords of the Scrolls analyzes ancient literary sources to show how biblical and
gospel scribes borrowed and imitated themes from earlier literature to create
heroic legends around Hebrew figures and Jesus. Comparisons between the
Epic of Gilgamesh; Enuma Elish; Canaanite, Egyptian, and Greek legends;
Homeric epics; the histories of Herodotus; and selected biblical and gospel
passages reveal thematic and literary similarities. Tracing literary classics from
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the birth of writing to the first millennium of the modern era, this book
demonstrates that Hebrew scribes used previous literature to establish a national
identity, and that gospel scribes borrowed heavily from Homer to create epic
legends around the person of Jesus.
This book contains the contributions to a workshop on apologetics in early
Christianity which took place at the Fifteenth International Conference on Patristic
Studies in Oxford in the summer of 2007. The workshop was arranged by
scholars from Germany, Finland and Denmark who had for some time worked
together in a project on early Christian apologetics. The aim of the workshop was
thus to present and discuss some of the results and still unsolved problems
which arose from this project. The book presents the contributions to the
workshop. Hereby the editors hope to reach a larger audience and thus to be
able to further the discussion of the topic of early Christian apologetics.
This is the first extensive study of a major Patristic work, showing its importance
for the history of Church and theology, Manichaean studies and the use of
ancient philosophy. It includes a critical text and translation of central passages.
"Compiles more than forty ancient gospel texts and textual fragments not found in
the New Testament, presented in their original Greek, Latin, and Coptic
languages with English translations, and providing historical, literary, and textual
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context for each gospel"--OCLC
This volume offers a wide-ranging overview of the 16th-18th century disputation
culture in various European regions. Its focus is on printed disputations as a
polyvalent media form which brings together many of the elements that
contributed to the cultural and scientific changes during the early modern period.
This is a new critical edition, with translation and commentary, of the Scholia in
Apocalypsin, which were falsely attributed to Origen a century ago. They include
extensive sections from Didymus the Blind's lost Commentary on the Apocalypse
(fourth century) and therefore counter the current belief that Oecumenius' commentary
(sixth century) was the most ancient. Professor Tzamalikos argues that their author was
in fact Cassian the Sabaite, an erudite monk and abbot at the monastery of Sabas, the
Great Laura, in Palestine. He was different from the alleged Latin author John Cassian,
placed a century or so before the real Cassian. The Scholia attest to the tension
between the imperial Christian orthodoxy of the sixth century and certain monastic
circles, who drew freely on Hellenic ideas and on alleged 'heretics'. They show that,
during that period, Hellenism was a vigorous force inspiring not only pagan intellectuals,
but also influential Christian quarters.
"They bring three charges against us: atheism, Thyestean banquets, and Oedipean
unions." So a late second-century Christian Apologist wrote with reference to his critics.
Against these and other charges the Apologists rallied. Not so, they maintained. It was
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not the Christians but their critics who were the atheists and the Christians were the
true theists. They were atheists only insofar as they denied the fabricated gods of the
cults and the immoral deities of theaters. That, they explained, was why Christians
absented themselves, whatever the cost, from the imperial cult, theaters, and
amphitheaters. They were not cannibals, as Thyestes was when he ate the flesh of his
children. To suggest otherwise was to misunderstand Christians consuming Christ's
flesh and blood at the Eucharist. Nor were they imitators of Oedipus, who entered into
sexual relations with Jocasta, his Queen and, though he knew it not, also his mother.
Christians did exchange the kiss of peace. They did love one another. They were not,
however, incestuous. Any promiscuous love on their part extended only to a very
practical love of every needy soul. This book explores these arguments, especially
noting the Apologists' commitment to God's oneness, to Christians not worshipping
anything made, and to humans properly caring for fellow creatures.
This edition reveals the archaic truths which are the basis of all religions. It also
uncovers the fundamental unity from which everything springs and shows the Occult
side of Nature that has never been approached by the Science of modern civilization.
Isis Unveiled The Secret Doctrine The Key to Theosophy The Voice of the Silence
Studies in Occultism From the Caves and Jungles of Hindostan Nightmare Tales
Ancient Angels brings together inscriptional, literary, and archaeological evidence for
angels (angeloi) in Roman-era religions. The book examines Roman conceptions of
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angels, angel veneration, and how Christian authorities responded to this potentially
heterodox aspect of Roman religion.
Enchantment and Creed in the Hymns of Ambrose of Milan offers the first critical
overview of the hymns of Ambrose of Milan in the context of fourth-century doctrinal
song and Ambrose's own catechetical preaching. Brian P. Dunkle, SJ, argues that
these settings inform the interpretation of Ambrose's hymnodic project. The hymns
employ sophisticated poetic techniques to foster a pro-Nicene sensitivity in the bishop's
embattled congregation. After a summary presentation of early Christian hymnody, with
special attention to Ambrose's Latin predecessors, Dunkle describes the mystagogical
function of fourth-century songs. He examines Ambrose's sermons, especially his
catechetical and mystagogical works, for preached parallels to this hymnodic effort.
Close reading of Ambrose's hymnodic corpus constitutes the bulk of the study. Dunkle
corroborates his findings through a treatment of early Ambrosian imitations, especially
the poetry of Prudentius. These early readers amplify the hymnodic features that
Dunkle identifies as "enchanting," that is, enlightening the "eyes of faith."
As "evangelicals" face future challenges, many are turning back to the ancient church
for inspiration. But these ancient-future approaches remain diverse and sometimes
even at odds with one another. This volume demonstrates and analyzes the complexity
of such contemporary church-early church engagements. Six scholars share diverse
insights from the Patristic period, including lessons on evangelism and discipleship,
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community formation and maintenance, use of the "rule of faith," the preaching of social
ethics, responses to cultural opposition, and Christological development. The volume
closes with two critical responses, from confessional Lutheran and Baptist perspectives.
These collected essays will remind contemporary readers of the importance of a
reflective and responsible ressourcement of Patristic wisdom.
This collection of essays by contemporary historians considers how after two centuries
of scholarship we can best explain Christianity's rise to dominance.
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